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Contact SSI for more information about ecosmart gases and the ecosmart line of cylinders!  
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Continental Breakfast, Lunch and Door Prizes! 
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EARN CEUs! 

FALL PROTECTION SOLUTIONS SEMINAR 

Presented by 3M 

Topics Include:  
Leading Edge Hazards 
Walking Working Surfaces Update 
Confined Spaces and Rescue 
Fall Protection for Tools 

How do I dispose of my used calibration gas cylinder? 

This is a question that SSI is asked often.  Most calibration gas comes in small transportable cylinders and is used 

on portable and fixed-gas detectors. Made from aluminum or steel, these cylinders, when empty, are defined in 

many different ways.  

• Normal Waste  Disposing of cylinders as normal waste can present some problems, especially with the threat of terrorism 

and green activism. Finding empty cylinders in a company’s waste – possibly with some remaining level of pressure in them – 

labeled with toxic and combustible compounds could attract unwanted attention.  

• Hazardous Waste  This can be a costly options since most companies that classify empty cylinders as hazardous hire 

environmental contractors to haul them off for a fee 

• Recycle Sending empty cylinders to a metal recycler is common, but the process is prohibited in some states. When sending 

popular aluminum cylinders to a recycling company, the cylinders must be completely emptied with valves removed. To do 

this, the cylinder is placed in a vise, and using a special tool with some elbow grease, the valve can be removed. Once the valve 

is removed, most recyclers require the cylinder to be cut in half.  This process is cumbersome and often causes companies to 

delay recycling until it’s absolutely necessary. 

Problem Solved! 
Gasco has introduced an alternative to 

disposable cylinders.  The ecosmart family 

of cylinders contain standard mixes at NO 

ADDITIONAL COST per liter in a reusable 

cylinder!  GASCO ecosmart™  cylinders 

require no deposit or monthly rental fee, 

simply ship the cylinder back when it is 

empty. GASCO ecosmart™ cylinders are 

refillable and are able to be shipped back 

to the factory for free and returned into 

circulation  

 


